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Abstract—In the field of computer science, software testing is
referred as a critical process which is executed in order to assess
and analyze the performance and risks existing in software
applications. There is an emphasis on integrating specific
approaches to carry out testing activities in an effective mode;
the efficient strategy being explored recently is adopting hybrid
database approach. For this purpose, a hybrid algorithm will be
proposed to ensure the functionality and outcomes of testing
procedure. The technical processes and its impact on current
methodology would help to evaluate its effectiveness in software
testing through which specific conclusions could be drawn. The
findings of the research will elaborate effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm that would be used in software testing. It
would be suggested that new technology is easier and simple to
assess and analyze the reliability of the software. Basically,
hybrid database approach comprises of traditional and modern
techniques that are deployed in order to achieve testing
outcomes. It is explored from various testing methods that
challenges have been identified related to focusing on traditional
techniques due to which hybrid approach is now being developed
in most of the areas. In the light of addressing these concepts, the
paper aims to investigate the complexity and efficiency of hybrid
database approach in software testing, as well as its scope in the
IT industry.
Keywords—Software testing; database testing; hypothetical
database testing; traditional database testing; test case(s); grey box
testing; software quality assurance

I.

INTRODUCTION

Computer science is a vast field which is distributed across
innumerable sections in order to address different
technicalities. Software testing is one of the fields in Computer
Science which is referred as incorporating critical processes for
assessing and analyzing possible risks and performance of a
software [1]. A number of professional software testers across
the world have explored variety of mechanisms that are
performed to test vulnerabilities, as well as the efficiency
which are the core areas of software testing. In the recent IT
industry, the major concern that software developers and
testers have reflected is the incompetent approaches being
applied in the field of testing that hinders functionalities while
business needs are not appropriately catered as they should be
[2].
The IT industry has always performed strategically in
providing utmost facilities to the business so that no technical
issues could affect their performance and productivity [3]. In
every day technical activities, a number of software techniques
are adopted and used according to the specifications so that
significant outcomes could be met. However, difficulty is faced

when appropriate methods are not satisfying technical needs
due to which businesses are affected at large [4]. All of these
professional ensure that developed software are bug-free
because they follow specific software development life cycle in
order to make sure that each component of the software is
developed under full consideration. Among these phases,
software testing is also applied which is actually performed to
assure quality and necessary fixes that are done to improve its
functions [5].
Nowadays, reliable software development needs are not
properly reviewed due to which businesses, as well as
consumers, are facing difficulty in taking benefits from its use
[6, 7]. Software testing has been given more attention in every
aspect but due to outdated methods and techniques, certain
technical needs are not properly fixed. In this regard, concerns
have been placed to improve traditional methods by integrating
modern approaches in order to improve software testing
approaches. In the current methods, database approach is
getting more attention due to its reliability and efficiency to
fulfill testing needs thus, hybrid approaches have become
research’s focus recently. The following study is developed to
address the need to overcome the problem(s) and introduce
hybrid approach in software database testing [8, 9].
A. Paper Structure
Section II presents a brief description of utilization of
software testing methodologies along with their key research
contributors under the umbrella of literature review. Section III
put forward the proposed software testing methodology based
on hybrid database approach. Section IV emphasizes more
specifically on the algorithm and execution of proposed
software testing approach in an illustrative manner with a brief
on limitations of the study. Section V and Section VI compares
the performance of proposed methodology with the
methodology based on traditional database testing approach by
considering various parameters for testing goals and its
accomplishment. Section VII concludes the proposed
methodology better than the traditional approaches in terms of
performance and foresees more refined methodologies even
better. It also foresees future aspects of this research in terms of
quantum computing and machine learning perspectives.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Software Testing
According to Bajaj, Kamini Simi [2], the process of
software testing is not complicated but its approaches have
increased its complexity to the greatest extent. The author
further sheds light on the definition of software testing in terms
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of evaluation process in which the software is tested to ensure
whether it is developed to meet system originality or not.
Furthermore, the author also adds that the process of software
testing comprises of validation and verification aspects that
checks if the developed software is meeting certain criteria
defined by the user [10]. The analysis of the study determines
another important part of software testing which include results
that defines the major difference between actual and expected
result.
B. Existing Testing Methods
In software testing, the pre-defined traditional methods are
recognized in almost every technical area and thus, their
functionalities and approaches varies with the level of testing
method. Based on the study of Arnicans, Guntis, and Vineta
Arnicane [5], fundamental software testing methods
incorporated in every aspect are black box testing, white box
testing, and grey box texting. Different forms of database
testing types and techniques have already been developed that
are being preferably used according to the suitability and
applicability of the specific type of database on a specific
platform. The generally discussed types of database testing
techniques are in the form of structural (internal) database
testing, non-functional (external) database testing and
functional (logical / conceptual) database testing [11, 12].
C. Black Box Testing
The paper proposed by Jamil, Muhammad Abid,
Muhammad Arif, Normi Sham Awang Abubakar, and Akhlaq
Ahmad [1] describes that black box testing only performs
testing measures in evaluating software’s functionalities rather
than focusing on its implementation in detail. It is identified
that black box software testing is appropriate at every level of
SDLC in order to examine the bugs and errors within major
functionalities. The basic function of the testing method is to
assess the required functions and compares it with user
requirements to verify if the application is developed according
to desired needs [13, 14]. The following existing method is
efficient in finding adequate functionalities by testing each
phase at their minimum and maximum case value. Jamil,
Muhammad Abid, Muhammad Arif, Normi Sham Awang
Abubakar, and Akhlaq Ahmad [1] also explain that black box
testing is one of the simplest and widespread methods which
are mainly carried out by professionals across the globe.

known to be applied to different levels, such as unit,
integration, and even system testing. It is also explained that
among all other testing methodologies, white box testing is
excellent due to its nature and complexity [16].
E. Grey Box Testing
With respect to grey box testing, Arnicans, Guntis, and
Vineta Arnicane [5] define that it is hybrid in nature because it
accompanies all the basic requirements and functions that are
performed by black box and white box testing. As the approach
carries advantages of both black box and white box testing,
grey box testing is vitally used across different areas in order to
evaluate vulnerabilities and security of the developed software.
Inputs are provided from the front interface of the application
in order to verify back-end data structure through debugging
process which reveals internal culpabilities of database schema
[17].
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
To display the functions and phases of testing, following
research proposes an algorithm for hybrid software testing
database approach which can be used to develop an efficient
and effective testing methodology for software developers
[18]. Secondary sources are used to collect specific information
regarding testing methods and emergence of new technology.
For this purpose, different scholarly articles and tech blogs
were reviewed. The research is designed on the basis of
addressing technical processes and its impact on software
development to ensure the effectiveness and efficiency of
designed procedure. Illustrated “Fig. 1” beneath depicts the
proposed methodology [19].

D. White Box Testing
Muşlu, Kıvanç, YuriyBrun, and Alexandra Meliou [3]
define the significance of white box testing in terms of its
effectiveness and important functions. Basically, white box
testing is one of the approaches that are famous for testing
internal structure of the developed software. It is also evident
that to perform white box testing, IT industry requires specific
programming skills and knowledge as a pre-requisite in order
to develop test cases. Another study provides more information
regarding white box testing [15]. In the study, the method is
also illustrated as clear box or glass box testing due to the fact
that it validates and verifies internal mechanism to satisfy
development process. In addition, white box testing is also

Fig. 1. Proposed Methodology.
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IV. HYBRID DATABASE APPROACH
It is evident from recent studies that mode of testing
practices are changing due to the software preferences, as well
as concerns regarding quality. A new way of to test software
applications have been proposed but limited information and
significance is available to prove its efficiency. As illustrated in
the study by MM Baig [20, 21, 22], database approach is one
of the effective ways that provides new features to current
testing methods in order to evaluate the performance and risks
of the software by building effective test cases. It is also
examined that by using hybrid technology, the upgraded
features enable developers to assess improved quality of the
application while it reduces amount of critical bugs in the
application. Moreover, the proposed methods are also effective
in terms of providing early information regarding issues that
might affect performance of software while deviate its results
from the expected outcomes [23].
An algorithm to execute hybrid testing method is proposed
which is said to be more efficient and reliable as compared to
traditional and hypothetical database testing method. In the
process, when a request is generated by the initiator the
algorithm analyzes it and based on the evaluation different
states are maintained prior loading it into the original database
[24, 25]. Treatment of initiated request(s) is as follows:

primary database is not intact. When the second test case is
run, same procedure will be followed. After execution of entire
test suite if the desired results need to be stored in the original
database with tester’s login for future referencing it is possible
only after approval. All the unapproved request(s) will be
rolled back automatically [26, 27, 28].
In “Fig. 3” below, state transition diagram is illustrated
which is based on different states. From the illustration, it can
be viewed a transition will occur on the fulfillment of
requirements by the hybrid database instead of original or
hypothetically generated database. From the analysis of the
following method, it is suggested that hypothetical rollback can
be performed to any state rather than executing the action on
the original database [29]. However, the time complexity of the
roll back is quite efficient as it quickly reaches to the
destination state as compared to traditional ways. With the fast
and efficient approach, processing time is minimized, while
costing and budgeting of the whole method is also reduced.
Based on the proposed plan, the algorithm of testing includes
number of test cases while test case generates number of
differential tables in differential files. In the next step, software
tester would be required some time to prepare more test cases
as the previously generated cases are not appropriate by current
database states in the hypothetical chain [30, 31].

1) Request initiated by end user / customer / online order:
Requests generated by Customer(s) and Online Order(s) are
by default approved and original database are updated as per
traditional way on reaching timestamps defined for the
system.
2) Request initiated by Developer(s): Requests generated
by developer(s) are treated through hypothetical database
testing method in which a new database state would be
generated, known as hypothetical database while it is ensured
that the originality of the previously generated database is
intact. This is due to the association established between the
original database and differential table subject to approval
from developer(s) side. Changes in the schema made by the
developer can easily be implemented on the primary database
at day end after stoppage of daily transactions.
3) Request initiated by Tester(s): When a tester executes a
test case(s), the results will be displayed in the grid and will be
viewed to tester only. If required these can be saved in
differential files related to testing for future correspondence
else they will be rolled back when the tester exits the system.
This would be done in order to facilitate different anomalies
that could be performed through differential file on
hypothetical database states. The traditional approaches were
using these anomalies on original databases which are
inappropriate as its originality would be affected due to which
tester face problems in analyzing actual requirements.
By referring to “Fig. 2”, it can be viewed that tester
implements first test case which is being analyzed by the
hybrid algorithm which contains an instance of the primary
database state. When the test case is successfully completed at
this level, the updated results will be stored in differential file
containing differential table ensuring that the originality of the

Fig. 2. Hybrid Database Approach.
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B. Roadmap towards Hybrid Database Testing
The strategy to propose hybrid database testing plan is
elaborated in Table I below.
C. Limitations of the Proposed Study
Different challenges are associated with database testing
due to nature of databases which is complex both structuralwise and magnitude-wise. Testers skill set ascends a handful of
challenges related to designing of test cases and the tactics to
execute them with proper exploration. Core challenges were
related to database schema structure, cleansing /
synchronization / reliability of quality data and under-testing /
incomplete testing of colossal database. However, efforts were
made to overcome these issues in the proposed plan so that
more effective method could be developed.
TABLE I.

HYBRID DATABASE TESTING ROADMAP
Description

OBJECTIVE

To perform database testing in order to uncover
incomplete schema, malfunctioned
functionalities, data corruption, deadlocks, data
mapping issues and exceptions.

TESTING CRITERIA

Testing of all key database schema tables,
methods, processes, sequences, functions,
indices, views, cursors, triggers and stored
procedures.

PRE-REQUISITES

Testing requirements are well communicated /
well documented to testers. Test cases covering
all aspects of database testing are designed.
Success criteria have been established prior
testing phase. Test environment is setup and
freeze with latest database schema.

EXCEPTIONAL
CONTEMPLATION

Testing conducted with real time data on actual
environment. Automatic invocation of stored
procedures and processes. For large databases
DBMS Development Environment is required to
populate data directly into the database from
backend in order to monitor its frontend
adaptation. For small sized databases limited
records are generated to test non-acceptable
events / triggers / exceptions.

TESTING
TECHNIQUE

Selection of testing technique / strategy is based
on the fact it must support the testing of all key
use-case scenarios and complete business flows
i.e. main features.

REQUIRED TOOLS








PROCEDURAL
STEPS

Testers will work according to the database
testing checklist and guidelines to inspect the
database ensuring proper data for correct reasons
is inserted and stored in the database.

POST-REQUISITES

Execute each test case separately but sequential
using valid and invalid data should reveal
expected results for valid data and timely error
messages to refrain insertion of invalid data in
the database.

Fig. 3. State Transition Diagram.

State transition illustrated above completely elaborates the
mechanism that a tester would be following in order to achieve
desired results. In the following situation, another concept
would be proposed in order to fix the state while new generated
databases would comply with the established standards. The
concept of database rollback will also be used in the following
situation in order to let generated databases fulfill conditions of
developed test cases. The main purpose for using the option in
current testing methodology is that it increases efficiency of the
database generation while the preparation time of current state
is improved [32, 33].
A. Hybrid Database Testing Algorithm
HYBRID DATABASE TESTING ALGORITHM1 to propose
hybrid plan is detailed in “Fig. 4” beneath.

Fig. 4. Hybrid Database Approach Algorithm.

Test Management Tools
Test Script Automation Tool
SQL Query Analyzer
Test Data Generator
Bug Tracking tool
Backup and Recovery tools
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From the above algorithm, proposed strategy and
limitations it is deduced that existing methods are inefficient
and provides limited access to basic software testing which is
why appropriate results are not achieved. By using hybrid
software testing database approach, software developers and
testers would gain more assistance in testing phase while there
will be the exceptions for increased bugs and incidents.
Moreover, it is considered as efficient while performance is
also adequate because of less time consumption, cost-effective
and limited resource utilization. This algorithm is not only
convenient but also gives easy access to acknowledge basic
requirements that must be present in developed software [34].

TABLE II.

Query Processing Time

A. Query Processing Time
Multiple queries as illustrated in “Fig. 5”were designed as
per the following types: Aggregate Queries (Q1 – Q50), Join
Queries (Q51 – Q100) and Nested Queries (Q101 – Q150) where
“Q#” is used to represent “Query number”. These queries were
run on a sample database of following size(s): 400 MB, 4 GB,
40 GB and 400 GB. Due to classified database architecture
and complex confidential queries only general queries related
to student database are being shared in “Fig. 5”for assistance.

Database
Size

Query Types

Aggregate Queries
(Q1 – Q50)

V. RESULTS WITH DISCUSSION
To check the efficacy of the algorithm it multiple queries
and test case(s) were designed and run on the schemas
separately in order to monitor their performance. Results of
both queries and test case(s) are discussed below.

QUERY PROCESSING TIME RECORDED ON DIFFERENT SCHEMAS

Join Queries
(Q51 – Q100)

Nested Queries
(Q101 – Q150)

Processing Time Recorded
Direct
Schema

Hypothetical
Schema

Hybrid
Schema

400 MB

≈ 300 s

≈ 180 s

≈ 60 s

4 GB

≈ 720 s

≈ 420 s

≈ 90 s

40 GB

≈ 900 s

≈ 720 s

≈ 120 s

400 GB

≈ 1320 s

≈ 1140 s

≈ 300 s

400 MB

≈ 420 s

≈ 300 s

≈ 120 s

4 GB

≈ 900 s

≈ 600 s

≈ 240 s

40 GB

≈ 1080 s

≈ 840 s

≈ 300 s

400 GB

≈ 1500 s

≈ 1200 s

≈ 480 s

400 MB

≈ 480 s

≈ 240 s

≈ 180 s

4 GB

≈ 1020 s

≈ 720 s

≈ 360 s

40 GB

≈ 1200 s

≈ 900 s

≈ 540 s

400 GB

≈ 1620 s

≈ 1200 s

≈ 600 s

To analyze the processing time in seconds these queries
were first executed through the traditional database testing
approach, secondly through hypothetical database testing
approach and lastly through hybrid database approach.
According to the results shown in Table II below, it can be
concluded that the processing time of the queries illustrated in
“Fig. 6”, “Fig. 7” and “Fig. 8” has greatly reduced
approximately 70% with the use of hybrid database approach
as opposed to accessing the data directly.

Fig. 6. Aggregate Queries Processing Time.

Fig. 7. Join Queries Processing Time.

Fig. 5. Sample Query Architecture.
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TABLE III.

TEST CASE(S) EXECUTION TIME RECORDED ON DIFFERENT
SCHEMAS

Test Case(s) Execution Time
Database
Size

Test Suites

Execution Time Recorded
Direct
Schema

Hypothetical
Schema

Hybrid
Schema

400 MB

≈ 15min

≈ 11min

≈ 5min

4 GB

≈ 20min

≈ 16min

≈ 8min

40 GB

≈ 33min

≈ 25min

≈ 18min

Fig. 8. Nested Queries Processing Time.

400 GB

≈ 45min

≈ 31min

≈ 23min

B. Test Case(s) Execution Time
Test Case(s) Matrix as per “Fig. 9” was designed and
executed on the database schema designed hypothetically and
hybrid in addition to direct database schema. To check the
functional aspects of database “Functional Test Case(s): TC1 –
TC50” and for non-functional aspects “Non-Functional Test
Case(s): TC51 – TC100” were designed where “TC#” is used to
represent “Test Case number”. These test cases were run on the
same sample database of size(s): 400 MB, 4 GB, 40 GB and
400 GB used for query execution.

400 MB

≈ 18min

≈ 10min

≈ 4min

4 GB

≈ 22min

≈ 11min

≈ 7min

40 GB

≈ 38min

≈ 27min

≈ 15min

400 GB

≈ 56min

≈ 35min

≈ 21min

Functional
Test Cases
(TC1 – TC50)

Non-Functional
Test Cases
(TC51 – TC100)

Fig. 10. Functional Test Case(s) Execution Time.

Fig. 9. Test Case Matrix.

To analyze the execution time in minutes these test case(s)
were first executed through the traditional database testing
approach, secondly through hypothetical database testing
approach and lastly through hybrid database approach.
According to the results illustrated in Table III below, it can be
concluded that the overall execution time of test case(s) as
shown in “Fig. 10” and “Fig. 11” almost reduced to 60% of the
actual processing time required to execute the test case(s)
directly on the primary database.

Fig. 11. Non - Functional Test Case(s) Execution Time.
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VI. TESTING GOALS ACHIEVED
Testing goals which were achieved are listed as:
1) Normalization rules: No data was repetitive in the
database and all columns were logically connected.
2) Data types: As the systems are taking data in dynamic
nature, deciding the type of data columns is very crucial. In
some scenarios, you can expect some extremely weird inputs
which are important. Make sure the data is going into the right
columns and cells. This thing is taken care very seriously as a
mismatch of the columns can cause huge issues in the stability
of the database.
3) Retrieval of data and number of joins: Usually,
developers avoid adding multiple joins or making query
complex mainly because of the system's speed and its
response time.
4) Data endpoints: It always checks the data populating
the database from the system v/s data generating by the
database for the database (triggers or metadata).
5) Usage of the flag: For the system to work properly,
mainly columns worked as a flag for a different thing. e.g.
0=admin user, 1= Developer, 2 = Tester etc. This is also tested
seriously to control the access level permissions.
6) In some big systems: we also test the write speed.
Sometimes, the data coming to the database is huge, and the
database is not keeping up the phase. So the threshold was
also tested. Mainly it happens in ecommerce website where
user actions and activities are also recorded against their
profile.
7) Database security and password encryption issues.
8) Online testing of software application in parallel with
order processing or daily transactional operations without the
use of separate test environment was possible with add-on
functionality of roll back.

Moreover, in future, it is anticipated and expected to
witness software testing tools being developed with build-in
features of hybrid state transition between databases with
integration of quantum technology and machine learning
techniques. In software testing that would include different
processes in order to provide accurate and unambiguous results
in even lesser time. As the new technology is becoming famous
in IT industry, it is expected to see more transformations in the
field of software testing due to which traditional approaches
would be diminished while integration of hybrid technologies
would be seen.
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